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                                                PRESIDENT’S LETTER

     Well another summer is upon us.  As I write this letter my sons have just ended baseball

season  and we have  spent  the  afternoon  at  the pool  avoiding the heat.   And yet,  my

attention needs to turn to the annual meeting of the Society.  It would seem that October is

a long way off, but this will be the last Historian prior to our meeting.  I encourage anyone

who can get to PNSE to come, not only because it is one of the best philatelic shows that

you can attend, but because of the opportunity to meet and talk with other members of the

Society.   It  is  a  great  way to  improve your  philatelic  and Pennsylvania  postal  history

knowledge.  Mark you calendars now. 

     The business of the Society will be conducted at our annual meeting on Saturday.  If

any of the members have anything they wish to bring before the Board, or the membership

in general, please contact me so that you can be added to the agenda.  As always, we will

be discussing the future direction of the Society, and everyone’s input is important and

needed.

     I hope that all our members are enjoying a wonderful summer, that you have found a

great  cover for your collection recently, and that I have the opportunity to meet you at

PNSE.

                                                                                 Ri�� 

                                                                   

                       Check Out Our Fabulous Web Site

                             www.PaPHS.org

        For input, questions, or comments contact our webmaster Steve Roth at:

                                            webmaster@PaPHS.org

         Don’t forget to mark your calendars for our Annual Meeting at the       
                Philadelphia National Stamp Exhibition
                                             Saturday October 1, 2005                                       
                                                                                                                                      

                                                           Valley Forge Convention Center

                                                  King of Prussia, PA

                                         September 30 – October 2, 2005
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                                                 EDITOR’S COMMENTS

     We can thank Phil Bansner, our premier PA dealer-member, for the lead article in this issue.  

Phil put us in touch with Charles Posner, a member of the Royal Philatelic Society who lives in 

London, and provided the fascinating article entitled Estimate of Survival of 1869 “Little 

Locomotive” Covers Sent from Post Offices in Pennsylvania.  It would be interesting to receive 

feedback from those members who collect the less populated counties regarding the difficulty in 

finding 3¢ 1869 covers.  When I examined my collection of several hundred Bucks County covers, 

I was surprised to find just a few 3¢ 1869’s, suggesting that Posner’s estimate of 210 may indeed 

be realistic.

     I wrote the final article in this issue based on a query from Steve Pacetti, a non-member who 

sent me a scan of an interesting contract carrier circular posted in 1865.  With Steve’s permission, I

constructed a short article illustrating his cover as a follow up to my previously published study on 

the subject.

     In his article entitled The Railroad Station Cancels of Hanover Junction, Dave Gentry tells us 

about the importance of this small village on both U. S. history and postal history.  Tom Mazza’s 

Update on Pennsylvania Manuscript Markings, Part XIV gives the listings for Montgomery to 

Northumberland Counties.  A cover providing some incite into how mail services was suspended at

the very beginning of the Second World War is described by Charlie Fricke, our honorary member.

Don Smith asks: Is it Possible that the Capital Hotel in Johnstown is indeed the first hotel in 

America to have a sub-station post office?  Lots of postal history to “chew on”!  Hope you enjoy 

the issue.

     Were you aware that there is an active association of postmasters whose acronym is NAPUS 

(National Association of Postmasters of the United States)?  I wasn’t until Bertha Davis sent me an 

article published in the PA NAPUS Register entitled “Pennsylvania Post Offices A to Z”.  I 

contacted the editor, Stephen Kochersperger, Postmaster, Julian, PA.  We exchanged several E-

mails, not only regarding the article, but also Steve’s family name, well known to collectors of 

Philadelphia locals.  I sent him some information regarding Charles Kochersperger who acquired 

Blood’s Local during the 1850’s. Although Steve did not know if he is a direct descendant or not, 

he was appreciative of the information.  The PA NAPUS Register is published ten times a year. 

                                                                                                       (continued on page 26)  

                                                 MEMBERSHIP SUMMARY

             Total Membership as of  4/15/05  ------------------------------------------------------------  123

                                                                         

                              Resignation  ------------------------------------------------------  -1

                                              # 524    Joseph A. Palombit   (Harleysville, PA)

                              Dropped for Non-Payment of Dues  -------------------------  -6

                                              # 397    Raymond M. Waltz   (Limerick, PA)

                                              # 496    Virginia Goldberg   (Subway Stamps, Altoona, PA)

                                              # 525    Gerald J. Hof    (Alexandria, VA)

                                              # 537    Steven Kennedy   (Myersville, MD)

                                              # 543    Rufus Wilson   (Dalton, PA)

                                              # 546    Raymond G. Hahn    (Youngstown, OH) 

             Total Membership as of 7/15/05 --------------------------------------------------------------  116

                                                                                 (112 paid, 4 life)
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Which Pennsylvania Post Office Is It?

                                         By Bill Schultz (# 6)

     This old post office located somewhere in Pennsylvania could provide you with $10.00 
cash if you can identify it.  Send your answer to the Historian Editor by mail or E-mail.  All
correct responses received on or before Sept. 23, 2005 will be eligible for a drawing to 
select the winner. The writer will send the winner ten bucks in cash.  Have fun and show the
membership how to earn $.  By the way, this is an easy one!!!! 

     Clues for your enlightenment and “obfuscation” are as follows:

                       (1)   First letter of P. O’s name is early in the alphabet

                       (2)   This Post Office opened during the Civil War

                       (3)   The County is one of the elements

                       (4)    The initial Postmaster’s initials are WHK

                       (5)    This P.O. remains operational to this day

                       (6)    One does not want this in your stocking
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   Estimate of Survival of 1869 “Little Locomotive” Covers Sent    

                           from Post Offices in Pennsylvania

                                                        By Charles Posner

     In 1869 under the instructions of the Postmaster General, Alexander Randall (1819-

1872), the National Bank Note Company was asked to devise and print an unusual group of 

definitive postage stamps to celebrate the newly reunified country and to signal its industrial

progress.  The series was short-lived but has come to be one of the most cherished sets of 

postage stamps ever produced by the United States.  Yet much of the history of the 

designing and engraving of the series is still to be discovered and we know even less about 

how many of the stamps survived on cover.  Curiously, we have a better idea of how many 

of the higher values survive than of the 3¢ stamp that covered the cost of a letter weighing 

less than half an ounce sent within the United States.  The purpose of this short exploratory 

paper is to provide a preliminary county-by-county estimate of the number of covers that 

still exist bearing the 1869 3¢ pictorial stamp (Scott 114) postmarked from Pennsylvania.  

Because of difficulties in gathering data about sales, organising a meaningful census and the

lack of clearly defined categories, the task is not an easy one.  For that reason the paper is a 

preliminary estimate based on questionable data and using a methodology that must be 

improved.

was to celebrate and broadcast past triumphs of the United States, demonstrate its modernity

and to leave the memory of the bloody Civil War behind.  The series was also a break in 

tradition in other ways.  The stamps were square rather than rectangular and somewhat 

smaller than previous issues, and the higher values were produced in two colours.  At first 

these new stamps were well-received, but what can only be described as a continuation of a 

vicious political vendetta waged by the “radical” wing of the Republican Party against the 

sitting and conciliatory president, Andrew Johnson, led to the demise of the series after only

one year in circulation when Ulysses Grant became president.  John Creswell, one of 

Grant’s campaign managers, became Postmaster General and orchestrated a typically 

ferocious 19th century campaign to pave the way for their withdrawal from circulation.  

Hence, the stamps that had been intended to present a positive image of the newly re-unified

United States emerging from the destructiveness of the Civil War were savaged.  Indeed, 

one was called:

“...  the meanest looking stamp we have ever seen, reminds us more of a bunch of rags hung out of a 

junk shop than anything else”

     The 1869 definitive issue of eleven stamps called the 

pictorial series, designed, engraved and printed by the 

National Bank Note Company, is a source of much 

fascination for philatelists for a number of reasons.  Until 

the advent of the Americana series in 1975 it was the only 

such series where the majority of the stamps were not 

composed of representations of presidents, statesmen and 

other well-known figures of American history.  The purpose
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     Creswell, true to his “radical” Republicanism replaced them by a more traditional iconic 
series that included figures who had stood for the complete subjugation of the southern 
states. 

     The fact that the stamps began to disappear from circulation within one year meant that 
they were produced in relatively low numbers for a definitive series.

     As the prevailing rate for domestic postage was three cents per half ounce, the 3¢ stamp 
was the workhorse of the series.  The stamp whose centrepiece is a modern locomotive was,
in theory, designed by James MacDonough (1820-1903), though as MacDonough was more
an entrepreneur than a designer it is more than possible that he farmed out the process of 
designing.  The vignette was engraved by Christian Rost (1824-1896), one of the leading 
practitioners of his craft, and the frame and lettering, by George Thurber (1821-1901).   
Probably the design was based on an engraving by one of the finest of engravers, James 
Smillie, called The Crossing that depicts a coal-burning Baldwin 4-4-0 locomotive crossing 
a bridge.  Smillie himself engraved several of the stamps in the series and possibly even had
a hand in the design of stamps attributed to other designers.  

     The stamp was printed in various shades of ultramarine and blue and normally embossed
with a grill.  Like other stamps in the series “the stamp with a locomotive” was popular at 
first but later a growing crescendo of  objections were raised, as we have seen, by those at 
the heart of the newly inaugurated Grant administration.  In typical “pot calling the kettle 
black” fashion one wag described it as representing “how Congressmen made money” – a 
not very oblique reference to the corrupt practices common amongst the quickly expanding  
railway system.  Its first documented use is March 27, 1869.  In March of the following year
it was officially replaced by a stamp featuring George Washington.

     Whilst it was in general use for only about a year, the stamp is far from rare as over 386 
million went delivered to the stamp agent before Creswell working with a more than 
obliging MacDonough assured its demise.  

     How many of these stamps on cover have survived?  The question is not easily 
answered.  Before proceeding to discuss the survival-rate of covers postmarked in 
Pennsylvania, it is necessary to review briefly previous analyses and the methods used in 
the past to arrive at an estimation.

     If it has been a relatively difficult task to attempt a census of the higher values of the 
series, given that fact that so many of the 3¢ stamps were reported as sold, such an estimate 
for these stamps is almost unmanageable.  However, if one does not take the postmark of 
the envelopes into account, dealers and collectors have no difficulty in finding covers 
provided they are from the larger states.  Indeed, more often than not those with postmarks 
from such states and New York, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts are still easily found in 
the $US5 boxes at many stamp shows in the United States.  For that reason, the general 
impression given by both dealers and collectors is that the market is more than amply 
supplied.  However, the story is quite different if one begins to be a bit more choosy and 
looks for postmarks from particular states, counties and cities.  The judgments of dealers
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and collectors can also be wrong in their estimates as to numbers surviving and this can 

affect prices until such a time as more data become available.  A well-known example of 

such a miscalculation is that, until well into the 1930’s because it was generally believed 

that the dollar denominated stamps of the Columbian commemorative issue were plentiful, 

they could still be purchased for a small multiple of face value. But impressions can be not 

only misleading but also erroneous, and sentiments can change quickly when data become 

available.   In the case of the “little locomotive” stamp there are probably very few covers 

franked in the poorer states of the South, the West and in the Territories.  If this is true of 

particular states, it is just as true of the poorer counties located in states like Pennsylvania 

for which there are more covers available than the market can probably digest.   

     The first such data we have is that provided in 1983 by John Ginn when he tried to 

estimate the number of covers sent from each state and what were then territories.  His 

findings together with the methodology he used were published in the February 1983 issue 

(number 28) of the 1869 Times.  By gathering sales figures on a state-by-state basis he was 

able to produce an estimate based, in part, on data and, in part, on informed statistical 

speculation.  Using an estimated survival rate for covers from that epoch of 0.0003 percent, 

he was able to suggest that it was probable that something on the order 116,001 covers had 

stood the test of time.  From that he went on to estimate how many covers possibly still 

existed franked from each state and territory. 

     Some commentators argued that significantly more than that number of covers survived. 

Amongst these is the unsupported estimate of “at least 175,000” found in Linn´s Handbook 

of 19th Century Stamps.  However, it is now generally accepted that Ginn’s estimate is 

probably more accurate than that produced by the Linn’s team.  The reason is that Ginn 

introduced a coefficient to account for destruction and other types of loss that Linn’s may or

may not have taken into account.  

     If we accept the figure of 116,001 covers surviving, the next problem is how to calculate 

how many survive from each of the states and territories.  Ginn’s figures are based on 

supposed sales.  One must write “supposed” because there was a good deal of corruption 

that led to an over-estimate of sales.  Many of the recorded sales were fictitious.   Local 

postmasters were paid according to their sales figures and it was in their interest to inflate 

the number of stamps being sold.  Often stamps were passed from one postmaster to another

and this led to double if not treble-counting.  This was particularly the case in poorer and 

more sparsely populated entities like the newly impoverished Southern States and the 

Territories.  Hence, to a degree the report of sales is unreliable, and the sales to poorer states

and territories are probably grossly exaggerated. 

     We need a way of overcoming the problem of reported sales if we are to arrive at a more 

reliable estimate of how many covers probably have survived the almost 140 years since 

they were put in the post.

     If there is an over-estimate of sales to poorer states and territories, there are, in addition, 

a number of other factors that would lead one to believe that the survival rates for what we 

can call the richer entities are higher than for poorer areas.  That is, one would imagine that 
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the survival rate for covers postmarked within and sent to and from the more industrially 

and commercially developed states such as New York (26,195), Pennsylvania (11,905), 

Illinois (8,149) and Massachusetts (7,924), would most probably be higher than for such 

states as Arkansas and Mississippi.  For example, using Ginn’s methodology as spelled out 

above one would expect that 399 covers postmarked in Arkansas would have survived.  

However, these covers are very difficult to find and collectors of Arkansas insist that the 

number is far lower.  That well-justified intuition would support our contention that relying 

on sales figures alone would tend to exaggerate the number of surviving covers from the 

less developed states and territories and under-estimate those sold in and sent from the more

industrialised states.  Additionally, we must also take into account the possibility of 

different rates of survival.

     In his splendid compendium of United States post offices, (the relevant tome is volume 

four that covers the North Eastern States), Richard Helbock has devised a scarcity index for 

each post office, but this, by design, is not meant to indicate the relatively scarcity of 

specific issues.  It is more than possible that very few of the locomotive stamps were sold 

by what is still an operating post office to which Helbock assigns the lowest of “scarcity 

factors”.  County-by-county demand, as carefully and usefully calculated by Jim Forte is 

also of little help because there is not necessarily a relationship between scarcity and 

demand.  Indeed, some of the Pennsylvania counties for which Forte has rightly calculated 

little demand are precisely those counties where by any system of reckoning very few letters

were posted.

     Given the unreliability of sales figures, in particular, for local post offices and hence, by 

extension for individual counties, we must find a way of incorporating that data into a 

formula that would help us produce a more valid and reliable estimate.  We are, in part, 

helped by the fact that for the more developed states there appears to be a significant 

correlation between sales and population.  On that basis it is probably possible to use the 

county-by-county 1870 census returns, as unreliable in some instances as they are, as an 

alternative or supplement for calculating roughly how many such covers survive for each 

county.

     Such a method is far from perfect and needs modification.  Amongst other things, one 

should make allowance for the fact that less developed counties would probably send fewer 

letters than their more industrialised and commercial neighbours.  Another factor to be 

taken into account is that it is also most likely that letters sent to the larger urban centres 

would have tended to have a higher survival rate than those sent between and to poorer 

more rural counties.  Moreover, those living within a county with few local post offices 

would, more often than not, find it easier to travel to a county with a handy market town and

with more post offices closer to hand thus skewing the figures.

     The two major urban agglomerations in Pennsylvania, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh 

(principally Allegheny County), raise other problems.  We must take into account that in 

1870 Philadelphia was still a more important industrial and commercial centre than New 

York, though this was to change rapidly.  In 1870 the total amount of capital in industry 
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in Philadelphia was estimated to be $174,016,674 whilst that for New York was 
$129,952,262.  If one translates these figures into the per capita value of industrial 
enterprises the difference is even greater.  Philadelphia had a per capital value for 
manufacture of $25,817.65 whilst New York only $13,791.08.  New York was relatively a 
far poorer city perhaps due to the beginning of the vast influx of immigrants whose labour 
was soon to lead to its rise to pre-eminence.  It is probable that the modified sales and 
population model alluded to above would under-estimate the number of Philadelphia-
postmarked covers that survive.

     However, one must not forget that despite the advent of coal mining, the recent 
discovery of oil and the development of industries based upon those resources, the State of 
Pennsylvania as a whole was only on the threshold of becoming industrialised.  In 1870 in 
only three counties was the value of capital invested in manufacturing more than the value 
of farm land.  Due to the need of industry and its related activities for written 
communication of all kinds, it is therefore probable that far more letters were postmarked 
from these counties than the broad population-derived method described above. 

     Another important point is that the tertiary sector, that is, commerce, legal and other 
services were centralised in Philadelphia leading one to suspect a higher proportion of 
letters sent.  To put it in other terms to what extent is it more likely that an industrial 
enterprise will send letters than a farm?  To what extent do commercial firms and 
individuals and groups providing service send more letters than does a rural holding?  
Commercial enterprises depend even more on the post than industry.  However, whilst the 
census of 1870 has a category designated commerce, it is impossible to obtain a breakdown 
on a state-by-state basis.  This creates an enormous problem given the fact that cacheted 
letters tend to survive more than ordinary letters and these generally are from commercial 
enterprises like legal firms, government offices, emporiums of various kinds etc.  Hence, 
any approximation must also factor in commerce if one is to arrive at meaningful figures.  
One must balance the suspicion that one would expect that there would have been a 
relatively large number of letters going abroad from centres like Philadelphia with other 
factors.   That is, many of these letters would probably have gone unreported and could well
still not be accounted for.  Again, we must take into account that the cost of overseas 
postage in 1870 was at least 6¢ and most of the surviving letters we have tend to be franked 
with stamps of that and higher denominations rather than with multiples of the 3¢ stamp.

     It follows that of the Ginn estimate of 11,905 covers surviving for Pennsylvania as a 
whole, the survival rate for the five most industrialised counties with their centres of 
commerce Philadelphia, Allegheny, Chester, Lehigh, Montgomery and Susquehanna would 
be higher than suggested by the figures.  It is also possible that the survival rate of covers 
postmarked from the smaller and less industrialised counties with a smaller commercial and 
tertiary sector like Butler, Jefferson, Juniata, Luzerne, McKean, Potter and Wayne would be
lower, in some cases far lower, than indicated by such an estimate.

     In order to take some of these factors into account and based on work undertaken in the 
United Kingdom a “coefficient of probability of survival” was developed, the essence of
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which was to give a greater weight to industrial as opposed to agricultural production and 

factoring in commerce and active population to arrive at the estimates listed in the table 

under Modified Formula.  It is reckoned that industry and commerce would be given a 

weight five times that of agriculture.  In all probability a more subtle statistical analysis 

combining a number of socio-economic elements would help us refine the figures further.  

For the sake of comparison I have also included rates based upon an application derived, in 

part, from the sales-population formula as this can give us an idea of the range.  

     Again, whilst the estimate is based upon a number of uncertain factors it can nonetheless 

begin to give us a rough idea of how many covers have survived and this can serve as a 

starting point for advancing towards more valid and reliable figures.

     The table at the end of this article can give us a probable range of the number of covers 

that survive.  For example, one would expect that somewhere between 205 and 257 covers 

from York County still exist.  However, the difference between the two caculations are, in 

many cases quite large.  The first column of figures does not distinguish between the 

propensity of agricultural and relatively industrial counties to send letters.  The second 

column which gives a greater weight to the industrial counties suggests an obvious higher 

figure for post sent from Philadelphia (3,439 vs 2,279), Allegheny (1,267 vs 886), their 

satellite counties as well as from Lehigh and Susquehanna Counties.  We find smaller 

increases for Lancaster and Berks Counties.   The greatest falls are amongst the more 

agricultural and less industrialised counties.  Venango (50 vs. 162) and Schuylkill (119 vs 

394) Counties show remarkable differences that requires further investigation.  

     Given the importance of the city of Philadelphia one should not be surprised when we 

return to Ginn’s national analysis that only the states of New York (22,582), Illinois (8,149),

Massachusetts (7,924) and Ohio (6,801) possibly have more covers that still exist.

     On the other hand, the estimated number of covers surviving and postmarked in the

counties of Cameron (13), Elk (25), Forest (12), Fulton (17), McKean (12), Pike (19), Potter

(15), Sullivan (14) indicate that these covers are probably quite rare.  This is not to say that

they  are  worth  a  good  deal  of  money  because  if  there  is  little  demand,  as  Jim  Forte

indicates, the prices would not necessarily reflect the rarity of the covers.

     Obviously, for the reasons mentioned above, the method used in this essay is still crude

and needs considerable modification.  It no more than represents a first step in helping us to

estimate  how  many  covers  postmarked  in  Pennsylvania  and  affixed  with  the  “little

locomotive are still in existence.  Ideas are most welcomed.
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  Estimate of Surviving Pennsylvania 3¢ 1869 Covers by County

                                     Primary                   Sales-Population     Modified Formula

           COUNTY           Town                    Formula Estimate          Estimate           

              ADAMS              Gettysburg                              90                           70

              ALLEGHENY Pittsburgh                                        886                               1,267

ARMSTRONG Kittanning                            146                          116

              BEAVER Beaver                            122                          104

BEDFORD Bedford                                           100                            63

              BERKS Reading                                           361                           385      

              BLAIR Hollidaysburg                             129                           112               

              BRADFORD Towanda                             180                           129

BUCKS Doylestown                             218                           210    

              BUTLER Butler                             124                             84   

              CAMBRIA Ebensburg                             124                             65   

              CAMERON Emporium                               14                              13

              CARBON Mauch Chunk                               95                             53

              CENTRE Bellefonte                             117                                88

              CHESTER West Chester                             263                           283

              CLARION Clarion                               89                             45   

              CLEARFIELD Clearfield                               87                             48   

              CLINTON Lock Haven                               78                             37

COLUMBIA Bloomsburg                               98                             58

CRAWFORD Meadville                             215                           164

              CUMBERLAND Carlisle                             149                           128

DAUPHIN Harrisburg                             206                           201

DELAWARE Media                             133                           189

ELK Ridgway                               29                             25

              ERIE Erie                             223                           203

              FAYETTE Uniontown                             146                           119   

              FOREST Tionesta                                             13                             12

              FRANKLIN Chambersburg                            154                           139

              FULTON McConnellsburgh                             32                             17

              GREENE Waynesburg                              88                             61

  

              HUNTINGDON Huntingdon                            105                             77

              INDIANA Indiana                            123                             68

              JEFFERSON Brookville                              73                             35

              JUNIATA Mifflintown                              58                             32

              LANCASTER Lancaster                                        405                           457

              LAWRENCE New Castle                              93                             75

              LEBANON Lebanon                            115                           129

              LEHIGH Allentown                            192                           290

              LUZERNE Wilkesbarre                                     541                           265

              LYCOMING Williamsport                             161                           196
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                                               Primary               Sales-Population     Modified Formula

           COUNTY                     Town                Formula Estimate            Estimate

              MCKEAN              Smithport                        30                                  12

              MERCER              Mercer                      169                                144

              MIFFLIN              Lewistown                        60                                  56

              MONROE              Stroudsburg                        62                                  47

              MONTGOMERY             Norristown                      276                                333

              MONTOUR              Danville                            52                                  71

              NORTHAMPTON           Easton                       208                                219

              NORTHUMBERLAND   Sunbury                                     141                                  94

              PERRY              Bloomfield                         86                                  62

              PHILADELPHIA             Philadelphia                             2,279                              3,439

              PIKE              Milford                        29                                    19

              POTTER              Coudersport                        38                                    15

              SCHUYLKILL              Pottsville                                    394                                  119

              SNYDER              Middleburg                        52                                    30

              SOMERSET              Somerset                                       95                                    61

              SULLIVAN              Laporte                         21                                    14

              SUSQUEHANNA            Montrose                                     127                                190

              TIOGA              Wellsboro                       119                                    62

              UNION              Lewisburg                         52                                    45

              VENANGO              Franklin                                       162                                   50

              WARREN              Warren                          81                      76

              WASHINGTON              Washington                        164                    171

              WAYNE              Honesdale                        110                      82

              WESTMORELAND         Greensburg                        199                    140

              WYOMING              Tunkhannock                          49                      35

              YORK              York                         257                     205

                                  •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

    Editor’s Comment:  I found this article fascinating and wondered whether or not the fact

that fancy or semi-fancy cancellations used during the 1869-1870 period may have 

contributed at least to some extent to cover survival.  One such cover from my collection is 

illustrated in the article.  I would think that during later times when covers were found in 

private or commercial correspondences, the tendency to save the cover rather than just the 

stamp would be greater for covers with interesting cancels.  How one might factor this into 

the calculation, I leave to those working on these estimates.

                                   ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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The Railroad Station Cancels of Hanover Junction

By David A. Gentry (# 456)

     Despite its tiny size, the village of Hanover Junction in York County has played a part 

both in history and postal history.  The origins of the town can be traced to the Baltimore & 

Susquehanna Rail Road, one of the pioneer lines in the country.  In 1838 the B & S built a 

line north from Baltimore, MD to York, PA, after overcoming severe objections from 

Pennsylvania interests who feared that it would divert commerce from the central and 

western parts of the state into Baltimore.  The B & S built on to Wrightsville, and later built 

a line from York to Harrisburg.

     In 1851 the Hanover Branch Railroad began construction of a line westward to Hanover 

from the Baltimore & Susquehanna main line.  It opened in 1852, and the point where it 

connected with the B & S was named Hanover Junction.  It was eleven miles south of York,

and a post office was opened there in 1854.  The Hanover Branch R.R. was originally 

operated by the Baltimore & Susquehanna, but it began running its own trains in 1855, 

when the B & S was reorganized to become the Northern Central Ry.  Another company, 

the Gettysburg R.R., built a line from Hanover to Gettysburg.

     During the Civil War, Hanover Junction had a few brief moments of strategic 

importance.  It was occupied by elements of Confederate Gen. “Jeb” Stuart’s cavalry raiders

on June 27, 1863.  They had marched along the Hanover Branch R.R. from Hanover, 

burning bridges along the way, and destroyed most of the railroad property in Hanover 

Junction before riding north to York.  Fortunately, the railroad station at the junction 

survived.  Within a few days the epic struggle at Gettysburg began, and the railroads were 

quickly rebuilt.  On November 19, 1863, Abraham Lincoln traveled through the town on his

way to dedicate the new cemetery at Gettysburg, with a speech now immortalized as the 

Gettysburg Address.

     Hanover Junction made its mark in postal history as well, for there are station agent 

cancels from the town with three different railroad names.  These markings exist because 

the railroad’s station agent was also the postmaster, and used his railroad-supplied ticket 

validator to cancel the mail.  Station cancels have been reported from sixteen stations along 

the Northern Central Ry., strong evidence that the railroad worked hard to obtain postmaster

appointments for their agents.

     The earliest marking from Hanover Junction reads “N. C. RAILWAY Hanover Junction”

in a 23.5mm double ring circle (MPOS #195-S-2).  It has been reported from 1861 to 1871, 

with the earlier examples struck in black, and the later ones in blue.  Although this is the 

most common of the junction cancels, I have never seen a clear, well-struck example.  Fig. 1

shows it struck in black on April 16, 1868, tying Scott 65 on a cover to Mechanicsburg.  

Fig. 2 shows the same device struck lightly in blue on Dec. 29, 1871.  There is a second 

very light strike on the indicia of the postal stationary.
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                                   Figure 1                                                                              Figure 2

     Sometime after 1871 the responsibility for employing an agent at the junction must have 

passed to the Hanover Branch R.R., for the next cancel is from that line.  It reads “H. B. R. 

R. HANOVER JUNCTION” in a 24.5mm circle (MPOS #236-S-2).  Fig. 3 is the only 

example reported to date, used on July 30, 1874.  It was struck in blue on a cover to 

Darlington, Md.  A second strike ties a 3c banknote to the cover, with the “OVE” visible on 

the bottom of the bust.

                                                                                Figure 3
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     In September, 1874, the Hanover Branch R.R. merged with the Gettysburg R.R. to form 

the Hanover Junction, Hanover & Gettysburg R.R., and a third cancel exists from this road. 

It is similar in style to the preceding marking, and reads “H. J. H. & G. R.R. HANOVER 

JUNCTION” in a 24.5mm circle (MPOS #236-S-1).  All reported examples are blue, and 

every one I have seen has an 1882 date in the device, which was corrected in ink to 1883.  

Most are on postal cards addressed to a company in Baltimore.  Fig. 4 is the catalog copy, 

used on Jan. 6, 1883; Fig. 5 was used a month later.  Another example from Jan. 11, 1883 

has two partial strikes on a cover to Columbiana, Ohio (Fig. 6).  The banknote stamp was 

voided with four pen strokes.

                                       Figure 4                                                                       Figure 5

                                                                                Figure 6

     In 1886 the H.J.H. & G. R.R. became part of the Western Maryland Ry., raising the 

possibility of a fourth type of station cancel, but none has been seen.  However, the W.M. 

Ry. had its own direct route from Hanover to Baltimore, and the old line to Hanover 

Junction lost most of its traffic.  The original Hanover Branch R.R. line from Hanover 

Junction to Hanover was finally abandoned in the 1920s.  The village declined slowly,
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and finally lost its post office in 1941; it has disappeared from modern Pennsylvania maps.  

However, the station at Hanover Junction survives.  I understand that preservation and 

restoration has begun since the Fig. 7 photo was taken in 1994.  
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                                                                               Figure 7
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       Update on Pennsylvania Manuscript Markings, Part XIV

                                                   By Tom Mazza (# 301)

                                            Montgomery County

Abington

M-1  Moore Stevens A  (7/20/35 – 3/26/46) 3/8/38 – 5/25/40 6

B  (7/11/48 – 4/2/64)

Balligomingo

M-1  William Amos (9/10/33 – 1/10/35) 1/10/34 1

Barren Hill

M-1  John Hart (9/8/49 – 12/19/51) 7/15/51 1 or 2

Blue Bell

M-1  Charles Gerhart (12/9/44 – 7/16/47) -/--/45 1

M-2  Levi Miller (7/16/47 – 5/1/56) 3/20/48 – 10/24/55 4

Bridgeport

M-1  John H. Rowan (10/23/54 – 3/23/56) 1/29/55 – 2/21/56 2

Centre Square (1)

M-1  William Nice (6/4/33 – 1/29/35) 1/6/34 1

Conshohocken *

M-1  James Wells (1/9/36 – 12/2/43) 1/27/38 – 8/12/43 6

M-2  George L. Bates (6/20/44 – 4/15/47) 12/24/44 – 4/5/45 2

M-3  Frederick Naile, Jr. (10/1/49 – 4/22/53) 1/8/50 1

Crooked Hill

M-1  Levi Wildermuth (6/17/36 – 2/20/39) 10/22/38 1

M-2  Rufus B. Longaker (2/27/41 – 12/2/51) -/--/44 – 10/8/4+ 3

General Wayne

M-1  David Young (2/8/50 – 12/14/63) 10/30/5+ - 8/9/60 2

Gulf Mills

M-1  Perry M. Hunter (3/19/40 – 10/29/53) 1/4/46 1

Gwynedd

M-1  Charles F. Jenkins (2/27/35 – 3/8/70) 3/19/45 – 2/23/48 3

Harleysville

M-1  Samuel H. Cassel (7/11/44 – 7/3/57)

         William R. Tyson (7/3/57 - 12/22/63) -/--/5+ 1

Hatborough *

M-1  Joseph B. Yerkes (4/24/26 – 4/21/31) 7/8/28 1

M-2  Gilbert Hay (7/17/43 – 4/24/46) 1/2/44 – 6/3/45 2

M-3  Charles Wakefield (2/7/48 – 1/6/51) 3/27/49 1

Hickorytown (1)

M-1  John Hart (3/13/44 – 4/24/46) -/--/45 1

M-2  George K. Ritter (4/24/46 – 7/9/47) 9/30/46 1

Horsham

M-1  Charles Jarrett (1/9/26 – 5/11/42) 6/16/35 – 4/1/37 2

M-2  Absalom Michener (5/11/42 – 3/2/57) 4/23/46 – - -- 54 3

Jeffersonville *

M-1  Edward L. Bean A (1/29/29 – 1/29/35) 1/6/32 – 1/3/34 2 or 3

B (1/31/41 – 1/18/47)

M-2  William Bean (4/22/53 – 2/15/55) 12/26/54 1
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Jenkintown *

M-1  William McCalla A (*7/28/03 – *1/1/08)

B (3/8/11 – 4/28/21) 6/14/13 – 4/19/14 2

M-2  Jacob Likens Grant (11/13/28 – 4/20/32) 3/12/31 1

M-3  Daniel Strawn (4/20/32 – 3/8/34) 1/20/34 1

M-4  William Cottman (3/8/34 – 3/19/61) 8/17/36 – 5/30/48 8

King of Prussia

M-1  Samuel Van Horn (4/5/37 – 1/25/43) 1/20/41 1

M-2  James Miller (1/25/43 – 3/21/48) 7/7/43 1

M-3  Charles J. Elliott (3/21/48 – 5/2/61) 5/24/58 – 12/4/-- 2

Limerick

M-1  Dieter Bucher (9/16/28 – 1/14/50) 2/9/-- 1

Limerick Bridge

M-1  Benjamin Frick (12/6/50 – 1/19/53) 6/3/52 1

M-2  Miss Harriet Frick (1/19/53 – 5/4/66) -/--/53 1

Line Lexington

M-1  Samuel Bartholomew  (5/28/50 – 3/16/61) 1/8/55 1

Lower Merion

M-1  Daniel Henkel (3/8/34 – 2/25/37) 2/4/36 1

M-2  Hamilton Egbert (4/13/42 – 9/24/61) 5/8/44 – 11/23/46 4

Montgomeryville 

M-1  Mathias Young (4/5/35 – 4/3/68) 4/1/38 – 8/2/50 7

New Hanover

M-1  Frederick Brendlinger  (2/24/38 – 4/4/81) -/--/54 – 7/19/5+ 2

Norristown * (ch)

M-1  John Davis (12/19/98 – 3/30/02) 2/19/99 1

M-2  John Coates (3/30/02 – 4/26/16) 11/16/07 – 3/13/15 6

M-3  James Coates (4/26/16 – 6/28/20) 3/16/17 – 2/7/19 2

M-4  Philip Hahn (6/19/38 – 4/18/49) 9/29/42 – 3/8/43 2

Penn Square (1)

M-1  John Thomas (*7/1/07 - -/--/18) 3/23/09 1

Pleasantville

M-1  Frederick W. Hoover  (7/9/30 – 5/14/56) -/--/34 1

Plymouth Meeting *

M-1  Joseph R. Ellis (1/19/49 – 9/28/54) 3/17/51 – 1/21/52 4

Port Kennedy *

M-1  William Kennedy (5/5/47 – 4/22/51) 10/7/50 1

Port Providence

M-1  Dyer A. Nichols (11/1/50 – 12/14/63) 4/10/5+ 2

Pottsgrove

M-1  Edward Godwin (1/28/95 – 4/2/96) 4/20/95 1

M-2  Jacob Weitz (4/2/96 – 5/--/01) 9/2/99 – 5/29/00 3

M-3  Jacob Barr (5/--/01 – 2/24/08) 5/1/06 – 8/6/06 2

M-4  Jacob Drinkhouse (2/24/08 – 12/23/17) 4/26/13 – 6/27/17 9

M-5  Thomas Child (12/23/17 – 2/13/38) 6/9/20 – 5/10/25 6

Pottstown *

M-1  Thomas Child (12/23/17 – 2/13/38) 3/13/34 – 4/4/34 2

M-2  William Boyer (2/13/38 – 12/22/43) 9/30/41 1

Reesville

M-1  Chalkey A. Jarrett (1/18/20 – 3/14/22) -/--/21 1

Schwenk’s Store

M-1  Jacob Schwenk (1/16/33 – 9/9/51) 6/7/50 – 8/20/50 2
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Shannonville *

M-1  John J. Dettra A (3/27/44 – 3/8/47)

B (8/22/49 – 4/22/53) 9/14/49 1

Shoemakertown

M-1  Albert J. Engle (8/10/58 – 9/21/88) 3/9/60 1

Skippack

M-1  Abraham Everheart (6/27/23 – 10/4/32) 1/3/24 1

M-2  Jacob G. Sorver (4/5/34 – 8/5/50) 6/2/37 – 1/7/41 3

M-3  David B. Grove (8/5/50 – 4/19/54) 11/25/50 1

Sorrel Horse

M-1  Isaiah Netterauer (10/8/42 – 5/5/47) -/--/43 1

Spring House

M-1  Jonathan Good (4/3/33 – 7/28/34) 5/12/34 1

M-2  Jesse Clemens (7/28/34 – 10/9/39) 11/4/34 – 11/20/38 3

M-3  Isaiah Lukens (1/14/40 – 10/18/45) 3/1/40 – 6/30/45 5

M-4  Allen Fleck (10/18/45 – 6/5/49) 2/16/49 1

M-5  Jesse Barns (6/5/49 – 10/4/50) 9/27/50 1

M-6  Daniel Blyler (9/6/53 – 6/1/57) 1/17/57 1

Sumneytown

M-1  George Shaid (3/26/24 – 1/16/51) 2/21/34 – 10/5/35 3

M-2  George Miller (1/16/51 – 4/22/53)

         Jacob Jacoby (4/22/53 – 7/14/68) 9/25/5+ 1

Trappe *  

M-1  John Todd (4/9/12 – 10/11/34)

“Trap” 7/4/15 – 3/27/32 7

“Trapp” 1/14/33 – 3/26/34 7

M-2  Mathias Haldeman (10/11/34 – 3/28/40) 12/9/34 – 3/17/40 9

M-3  Daniel Fry (3/28/40 – 11/4/42) 5/30/40 – 8/17/42 6

M-4  William K. Reiff (11/4/42 – 5/1/44) 1/22/44 – 2/14/44 2

M-5  Valentine B. Reiff (5/1/44 – 4/28/45) 1/10/45 1

M-6  James Rambo (4/28/45 – 1/29/59) 2/6/46 1

Tyler’s Port

M-1  Joseph Beerer (7/19/42 – 4/16/50) 12/18/45 1

Upper Dublin *

M-1  Isaac Thomas (3/18/26 – 3/19/61) -/--/29 – 4/15/37 2

Upper Hanover

M-1  Joseph Gerhard (2/28/40 – 3/8/47) 12/13/44 1

White Marsh (1)

M-1  William Burke (10/27/19 – 5/9/38) 7/2/21 – 3/6/34 5

M-2  Jacob W. Haines (5/19/38 – 8/31/52) 10/8/42 – 2/6/52 12

Willow Grove

M-1  Isaac Morris (10/1/22 – 9/28/42) -/--/35 – 3/28/42 3

M-2  Charles D. Jones (3/2/48 – 8/31/49) 1/2/49 1

                                                           Montour County
(Danville – ch)

Mooresburgh

M-1  Hugh Williams (4/20/35 – 8/7/61) 3/1/55 1

Roaring Creek

M-1  Elijah Price (6/9/49 – 5/6/53) -/--/52 1
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                                     Northampton County

Bath

M-1  Jacob Vogle (11/30/14 – 9/4/21) 4/8/17 1

M-2  Brittania D. Barnes (2/7/27 – 2/1/38) -/--/33 1

M-3  Daniel Siegfried (5/25/40 – 5/8/49) 6/21/44 – 7/16/45 4

M-4  Henry Scholl (5/26/53 – 3/19/61) 7/10/55 1

Beaver Meadow

M-1  William Wilson (11/2/30 – 3/18/39) 6/26/37 – 12/27/37 2

Belfast

M-1  Samuel Fehr (12/4/38 – 4/23/42) 11/16/41 1

M-2  John J. Rogers (4/23/42 – 4/19/45 5/6/42 1

Bethlehem *

M-1  Joseph Horsfield (3/20/93 – 1/23/02) 3/7/95 1

M-2  Owen Rice, Jr. (2/28/25 – 12/22/38) 4/30/32 - -/--/33 4

Cherryville

M-1  Robert Wentz A (10/26/41 – 8/1/42)

B (11/4/42 – 8/16/52)

C (5/26/53 – 11/20/60) 3/3/55 1

Dill’s Ferry (1)

M-1  Michael Weller (6/3/42 – 12/3/45) 12/2/45 1

Easton * (ch)

M-1 Henry Spering (*6/12/92 – *10/1/97) 9/11/96 1

M-2 Thomas B. Dick (5/23/98 – 1/27/02) 9/17/00 1

M-3  George Wolf (1/27/02 - *4/1/03) 9/20/02 1

M-4  Philip Mattes (5/8/13 – 3/9/29) -/--/13 – 4/4/26 3

M-5  Abraham Horn (3/9/29 – 5/21/39) 10/17/30 1

Experiment Mills

M-1  John T. Bell (2/27/29 – 9/26/36) 3/1/31 1

Freemansburg *

M-1  Jacob Freeman A (4/29/36 – 4/23/38)

B (1/14/46 – 10/29/47) 11/12/46 – 10/4/47 4

Jacobsburgh

M-1  Thomas Gold (4/8/31 – 3/22/55) 4/8/42 1

Kernsville

M-1  Jonas Snyder (9/5/27 – 10/23/44) 1/17/32 1

Kreidersville

M-1  George Boyer (3/31/46 – 7/15/55) 1/3/48 1

Laubach

M-1  Thomas Laubach (3/2/63 – 3/8/70) 4/6/64 1

Lausanne

M-1  John Widdifield (*--/--/05 - *7/1/07) 12/27/05 – 10/11/06 6

M-2  Samuel Wolf (3/16/30 – 3/24/48) 2/8/36 1

Lehigh Gap

M-1  Steven Hagenbuck (1/23/33 – 12/31/35 6/4/33 1

M-2  Joseph Brown (12/31/35 – 12/31/40) 6/30/40 1

Lehighton

M-1  Reuben Hagenbuck (3/1/42 – 5/24/43) 2/8/43 – 2/27/43 2

Martin’s Creek

M-1  John Davison (1/3/24 – 11/24/25) 6/5/24 1

M-2  Zachariah Drake (11/27/25 – 4/15/30) 3/30/27 1

M-3 William McIlhaney A (4/15/30 – 7/13/41) 8/23/31 – 12/1/35 12

B (4/26/44 – 10/30/48)

M-4  Joseph Keller (7/13/41 – 4/26/44) 7/26/42 – 8/16/42 2
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Mauch Chunk *

M-1  Josiah White (4/15/26 – 5/18/32) 7/25/30 – 9/15/31 2

M-2  John Leisenring (5/18/32 – 1/29/42) 11/7/32 – 11/2/33 2

M-3  Alexander Stedman (1/29/42 – 4/11/49) 7/1/44 1

Mount Bethel

M-1  Aaron Hess (12/4/44 – 2/24/49) 8/23/48 1

Nazareth *

M-1  John Beitel (*10/1/11 – 3/6/39) 4/16/20 – 1/4/37 2

M-2  Christian R. Hoeber (6/4/41 – 5/26/53) 9/5/51 1

Parrysville

M-1  Samuel R. Lattimore (6/13/34 – 4/29/36) -/--/34 1

Petersville

M-1  Jonas Snyder (9/1/36 – 10/23/44) -/--/42 1

Richmond

M-1  George Weaver (3/5/28 – 5/11/31)

         Samuel M. Brod A (5/11/31 – 1/2/39) -/--/31 1

M-2  Philip Gross (5/9/45 – 5/11/49)

         Samuel M. Brod B (5/11/49 – 5/26/53) 12/6/4+ 1       

Stanhope

M-1  Simon Gruber (1/24/29 – 9/21/31) 12/12/30 1

Stockertown (2)

M-1  Peter Wottring A (1/2/45 – 6/9/49) 4/29/48 1

B (5/28/50 – 1/23/55)

Stone Church

M-1  Thomas W. Knouss (3/11/43 – 5/9/45) 4/22/43 1

Stroudsburgh *

M-1  Peter Hollingshead (*4/1/08 – *10/1/11) 2/25/10 1

M-2  Samuel Brooke (1/8/14 – 12/30/20) 10/20/16 1

M-3  William Stroud (12/30/20 – 8/4/26) 3/21/23 – 5/31/23 2

M-4  Michael H. Dreher (10/3/27 – 7/26/38) 5/3/28 – 7/13/28 2

Summit Hill

M-1  George H. Davis (1/10/38 – 6/19/45) 2/21/43 1

Towamensing

M-1  Peter Stem (5/10/18 – 6/13/34) 5/8/22 1

Weaversville

M-1  Michael Weaver (4/23/31 – 1/19/35) 11/17/32 1

M-2  Samuel Weaver (1/19/35 – 5/14/63) -/--/45 – 5/8/50 2

                                             Northumberland County

Catawissa

M-1  John Clark (11/11/03 – 11/3/21) 3/8/10 1

Chillisquaque

M-1  Christian Shroyer (9/9/29 – 10/11/34) 3/15/30 1

M-2  Samuel Steedman (10/11/34 – 1/2/36) 3/3/35 – 7/7/35 2

Coal

M-1  William Fagely (5/17/38 – 2/21/44) -/--/39 1

Line Mountain

M-1  John G. Renn (2/6/44 – 5/11/50) 10/30/48 1

M-2  Felix Maurer (9/20/52 – 3/23/60) 12/21/52 1

Mahanoy

M-1  William Dippen (7/3/40 – 6/18/60) 7/9/47 1
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McEwensville *

M-1  Alexander McEwen (1/14/26 – 4/14/41) -/--/40 – 3/29/41 2

M-2  Charles Kelchner (4/14/41 – 1/10/45) 3/8/42 – 4/17/44 5

M-3  Jacob Hill (1/10/45 – 11/11/45) 6/5/45 1

M-4  Henry Reader, Jr. (11/11/45 – 7/17/49) 1/13/46 – 6/18/49 5

M-5  William Hayes (10/11/49 – 7/13/52) 8/30/49 – 8/30/5+ 3

Milton *

M-1  Bethel Vincent (1/29/03 – 2/22/22) 8/--/14 – 9/--/14 2

M-2  John Davison (2/22/22 – 6/23/29) 12/16/23 – 9/4/25 2

Northumberland *

M-1  John Cowden (11/13/95 – 1/26/37) 4/13/04 - -/--/36 23

M-2  William Forsyth (1/26/37 – 8/16/41) 2/12/37 – 4/7/37 5

M-3  John W. Miles (11/11/44 – 5/8/49) 12/31/46 1

M-4  Catherine G. Boyd (5/8/49 – 11/11/50) 7/1/50 1

M-5  Margaret Wiemer (11/11/50- 5/5/53)

         Charles F. Little (5/5/53 – 7/26/53)

         Jacob Ulp (7/26/53 – 1/14/58) -/--/5+ 1

Paxinos

M-1  Henry Wasser (5/29/41 – 3/2/48) 8/19/45 1

Pottsgrove

M-1  James Reed (1/18/30 – 2/26/40) 6/10/37 1

Shamokin (2)

M-1  James Thomas (2/26/49 – 7/13/52) 5/22/49 – 7/11/51 2

Sunbury * (ch)

M-1  John Weitzell (6/27/98 - *7/1/02) 9/25/00 1

M-2  Lewis Dewart (4/19/06 – 3/13/16) 2/9/08 – 10/30/14 9

M-3  Thomas Painter (5/14/22 – 12/9/22) 10/18/22 1

M-4  John G. Martin (2/12/24 – 3/27/35) 12/9/27 – 8/14/33 5

Turbotville *

M-1  Thomas Barr (11/12/46 – 5/8/49) -/--/48 1

Watsontown *

M-1  David Watson (1/10/28 – 7/18/54)

         Edmund L. Piper (7/18/54 – 7/12/61) -/--/5+ 1

                                          ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

 

            City Directories Available on CD in PDF Format
                            $25/item + $2/order, shipping and handling 

    Philadelphia: 1785, 1791, 1793, 1799, 1800, 1805, 1810, 1825, 1830,    

                                  1834, 1834 (Visitor’s Guide), 1835-1836 and 1840

    Pittsburgh: 1815, 1819, 1826, 1839, 1844, 1850, 1854

    Lancaster: 1859-1860            Erie: 1859               Chester: 1859-1860

                       Chicago:  1844, 1851, 1859-1860, 1866-1867

          Contact Steve Roth by E-mail (stevenroth@comcast.net) or by letter

                          at P. O. Box 57160, Washington, DC 20037-0610
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            SERVICE SUSPENDED / RETURN TO SENDER
                                December 8, 1941 – March 27, 1942

                                                      By Charles A. Fricke

     There is always an interest in collecting covers which contain an indication of interrupted

mail.  Mails were interrupted in many cases because of wars which resulted in the 

discontinuance of mails between belligerent countries.

     There is always the question of time between the original postmark date and the date 

when the mail was returned to the sender which likely depended upon the reason for the 

suspension and the need for holding the letter.

     With the December 7, 1941 attack by Japan at Pearl Harbor and the subsequent 

declaration of war against Japan on December 8th, one might wonder how soon international 

mail was affected and how soon such mail was censored.  On Dec. 11, Germany and Italy 

declared war against the U. S., and our country reciprocated by declaring war against them 

on the same day.  With these declarations, all mail was suspended between the U. S. and 

these countries and any areas under their control.

     The cover front shown in Figure 1 indicates that it was posted on Dec. 8, 1941 at the 

William Penn Annex in center city Philadelphia.  It is addressed to Wien (Vienna), 

Germany and contains a 30¢ airmail stamp (Scott # C30) for transatlantic airmail service.  

The large magenta SERVICE  SUSPENDED / RETURN TO SENDER and the 

EXAMINED BY seal indicate that it was opened by a civil censor office in New York City 

which was established on Dec. 13, 1941.1  The back (Figure 2) indicates the censor number 

(5697) and the New York return postmark dated March 27, 1942 applied at the Morgan 

Annex.

     
   

                                                                                 Figure 1
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                                                                    Figure 2

     Since the original letter was not with the cover, there is no way of knowing its contents 

or whether there was any reason to hold it for almost 4 months.  In any event, it does appear

that even before war was declared on Germany and before the censor office was opened in 

New York, mail to Germany was held.  The long period that the letter was held may be a 

reflection of the backlog that the censor office had and the difficulties it had in getting up 

and running.

     It certainly is an interesting cover which adds to our knowledge of mail suspended at the 

beginning of the Second World War.

Reference:

           1.)  L. Sherman, M. D., The United States Post Office in World War II, 2002, 

                                                      Chicago Collectors Club.

                                      ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Editor’s Comments continued from page 3:

It contains articles of interest to PA postmasters relating to professional and social activities, 

regulations, legislative activity, etc.  Although I decided not to publish the article in the Historian, 

owing to several factual errors subsequently pointed out by NAPUS members, I did agree to 

exchange subscriptions with Steve.  Although Steve has not done so yet, he may in the future 

publicize our Society or find an article that he would like to publish in his journal.  Likewise, in the 

future I may find one of his articles worthy of republication in the Historian.  The cover stories in 

the last three issues of the PA NAPUS Register were entitled: “When Motorcycles Moved the Mail”,

“Postmaster Harry Truman”, and “Concordville Post Office Destroyed by Fire”.  Their website is 

www.pa-napus.org 

     Enjoy the remainder of the summer.  Look forward to seeing you at our Annual Meeting at PNSE

2005 on October 1.

                                                                                       N���
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                       First Hotel to Have Sub-Station P. O.? 

                                                 By Donald W. Smith (# 347)

     The post card shown below has bothered me for some time.  Note that it states that the 

Capital Hotel in Johnstown “Is the first hotel in America to have a Sub - Station Post - 

Office.”
 

     Generally, hotels have been known to accept their guest’s mail to put into the mail 

stream, and (before “modern” times) many also provided the necessary stamps at the front 

desk.  But this card states that there was actually a sub - station of the post office!  I have 

never seen any special postal markings that indicate a sub - station.  Furthermore, a sub - 

station would have to be manned by a postal person, and to date I have not found any 

information to confirm that such was the case.  Curious!  Perhaps one of our members may 

shed some light on this, or at least provide some suggestions.  

                                             ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••  
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       Philadelphia Carrier Contract Circular without an Address, 1865

                                                  By Norman Shachat (# 76)

     Recently I received an E-mail from Steve Pacetti asking about the unaddressed circular 

illustrated below.  Steve specializes in the 1¢ 1861 issue and had not seen this use before.  

He knew that as of 7/1/63 both the local rate and the circular rate were 2¢.  He speculated 

that “Perhaps the Philadelphia post office had a practice of allowing its carriers to contract, 

or something like that, with a private customer to deliver bulk circular type items locally to 

a list of people and/or businesses provided to them”.  He further thought the cover contained

an outdated carrier cancel.  

     I replied to Steve that his speculation regarding the use was essentially correct, but that 

the carrier cancel (d. c. PHILADA. PA / POST OFFICE) was not outdated, but was the 

normal cancel used by the Carrier Department from 1864-1868.  I further suggested that he 

read my article published in The Chronicle (#135, Aug. 1987, Vol. 39, No. 3, pp. 184-186) 

entitled “1¢ Circular Carrier Contract Rate at Philadelphia During the Mid – 1860’s”.

                                             Carrier cancel dated March 14, 1865

     What I found particularly interesting about the above item is that it does not contain an 

address.  All previous examples of contract carrier mail with which I am familiar contain an 

address.  Thus this represents the epitome of 1860’s “junk” mail, a solicitation to anyone to 

whom the carrier delivered the circular to purchase shares in The Cameron Petroleum
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Company.  I can’t help but equate it to the current once-a-week distribution of supermarket 

ads by my mailman.  Curious about the cost of this current distribution of contract mail, I 

contacted the firm that contracts with the P. O. with the help of my local postmaster.  They 

indicated the cost is ~ 17-18¢ per packet delivered, approximately half the cost of a first-

class letter.

     My thanks to Steve Pacetti for his permission to construct and publish this article.  Steve 

is an active member of the U. S. Philatelic Classics Society, currently serving as regional 

vice president for AZ, CO, NM, NV and UT.

                           •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

                   WANTED     

       Potter County, Pa. Covers 

         19th Century / Early 20th 

                   (to WW 1)

                            Write or Call

                        Fred Howland 

                     23 Douglas Drive

           Newport News, VA 23601

                    (757) 596 - 0362

            This Space

              Reserved

           For Your Ad



    
   

   

                                                 
                                                                                                   

                                      

   

                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                 

 

                   Advertising Rates
                           

                            Per Year:  Full Page $50, Half Page $35, Quarter Page $27, Business Card $17

                            Per Issue:  Full Page $15, Half Page $10, Quarter Page $7, Business Card, $5  

                                                      ------------------------------------------------------
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                     Urgently Needed

   Philadelphia Pre-1900 Advertising Covers
   Illustrated with Buildings or Street Scenes 

  

           All Correspondence Answered

                         Gus Spector

               750 S. Main St. Suite 203

                 Phoenixville, PA 19460

 William A. Thoman

                     CORTLAND COVERS  
           Dealing Exclusively in U. S. Stampless Covers

P.O. Box 371
Homer, NY 13077

E-Mail : ccovers@twcny.rr.com

Website : www.cortlandcovers.com                           

                           WANTED

                Stampless Covers

       Pre-1850 Chester County, Pa.

                      Bill Schultz

              1305 Murdock Drive

            West Chester, PA 19380

                WANTED

          Philadelphia Maritime and
        Exchange Office Markings on

   Stampless Covers from 1792 forward

                    Van Koppersmith

                     P. O. Box 81119

                    Mobile, AL 36689

  251-343-2413                cleave3@aol.com 

   Back Issues of the Historian

   Members-$2 each    Non-members-$4 each
     (Only order occasional issues; long runs
                      will not be supplied) 

   Current Historian Index - $7.90 ppd
                      (updated to # 155)
 

                              Write to:                       

                     Tom Clarke
                           Box 290-145

                       Davie, FL 33329

                                Save 40% & Support Your Society !!!

                For just $14.95 you will receive the next 12 issues of U. S. Stamp News

                                            (new subscribers only; reg. rate $24.95)
and we’ll make a $5 donation to your Society.  Send check money order or credit card data to:

                            Stamp News-pph, 42 Sentry Way, Merrimack, NH 03054 
                Phone  800-635-3351                                      E-mail  stampnews@aol.com

WANTED:
  This stamp on cover with       
  a Pittsburgh, Pa. postmark
                                                                         

CONTACT:
  Dan Telep 
  P. O. Box 363
  Sewickley, PA 15143
    412-741-2634         dtelep@crossroadsdg.com



        Pennsylvania Postal Historian

                                      Return Postage Guaranteed

                                    Address Correction Requested
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Norman Shachat
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